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Farnese from Ferrara and exposed in the National Museum
of Capodimonte in Naples.
The work represents three bizarre valets that lived at the
court of the Farnese family [1]. On the left side of the picture is represented a man affected by dwarfism, called Amon.
More interestingly, at the center of the group, is portrayed
Arrigo, a young man suffering from hypertrichosis universalis. Arrigo belonged to the population of Guanches, the
aboriginal inhabitants of the Canary Islands, often victims of
raids by French pirates and abducted to serve in Europe. In
his family, several members were affected by hypertrichosis
and engaged as valets by European noble families [2].
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Agostino Carracci (Bologna 1557–Parma 1602) was an
Italian painter and printmaker, brother of the more famous
Annibale and cousin of Lodovico Carracci. With his gritty
representation of the nature, he is considered one of the
most important forerunners and inspirers of the art of
Caravaggio.
This picture titled “Triplo ritratto di Arrigo peloso, Pietro matto e Amon nano” (Triple portrait of hairy Harry,
mad Peter and tiny Amon) is an oil painted in a wood panel
dated 1598–1600, commissioned by cardinal Odoardo
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